FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Never Build a Schedule Backward (and Other Project Truths I’ve Learned)
Never Build a Schedule Backward is based on the thirty-five years of hands-on
experience of project management consultant, educator, and author Bob Jewell. In this
presentation, Bob highlights a few of the many truths he’s learned about managing
projects and will challenge the audience regarding a few widely-accepted project
management concepts. He’ll also involve the audience in identifying what he believes is
the most valuable tool for managing a project. Bob’s extensive real-world experience
combined with his humor and communication skills creates a dynamic and entertaining
presentation. Participants will take away practical and proven ideas to improve their
projects.
"Thanks for being the kind of speaker who makes your presentation seem like the most
interesting conversation you've ever had... I know that's hard to do, but you do it very well." FedEx manager
“Very practical. This program was excellent and greatly exceeded my expectations in content
and applicability to real projects.” – TriHealth participant
“Bob did a great job on an otherwise dry subject. I learned a lot and reinforced some things
I’d forgotten.” – Toyota team member

Bob is the CEO (Chief Excellence Officer) of the Omega Leadership Group - a
Cincinnati-based consulting and training company he founded in 2000. His work has
earned the respect of clients such as General Electric, Toyota, Sherwin-Williams,
Federal Express, Dayton Children’s Hospital, Saint Gobain, and LexisNexis. He is also a
popular presenter with the executive education programs at the University of Dayton’s
Center for Leadership, Miami University’s Corporate and Community Institute, and Kent
State University’s Center for Corporate and Professional Development. Bob earned an
engineering degree from The Ohio State University in 1980 and received his certification
as a Project Management Professional in June 2005. Bob is the author of Pursuing
Project Excellence: Six Ideas to Improve Your Projects published in 2016.
Bob is available for workshops, dinner programs, and keynote speaking. For further
information, please contact him at:
email: bob@omegaleadership.com
cell:

513-703-6002

